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NKA are able to provide karate gis for all our members. All the gis have the NKA logo embroidered on 

the left chest. Depending on the type of gi, some will come in 10cm sizes and others will come in 

5cm. 

Lightweight Karate Gis 

Simple and light karate gis ideal for beginners and lower grades. 

Heavyweight Karate Gis 

Heavier gis that are more durable and for more frequent training. 

These gis start at 140cm and go up in 5cm. 

120cm…………………………………£30 
130cm…………………………………£30 
140cm…………………………………£30 
150cm…………………………………£30 
 
160cm…………………………………£35 
170cm…………………………………£35 
180cm…………………………………£35 
190cm…………………………………£35 
200cm…………………………………£35 
 

140cm…………………………………£60 
145cm…………………………………£60 
150cm…………………………………£60 
155cm…………………………………£60 
 
160cm…………………………………£70 
165cm…………………………………£70 
170cm…………………………………£70 
175cm…………………………………£70 
180cm…………………………………£70 
185cm…………………………………£70 
190cm…………………………………£70 
195cm…………………………………£70 
200cm…………………………………£70 
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Karate Gis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also offer a range of higher quality karate gis which are WKF Approved karate gis. These are 

perfect if you are wanting a gi specially for competitions and squad training.  

Competition Kata Gis 

Ideal for kata training and competitions adding some snap to your techniques. 

Competition Kumite Gis 

Super light gis (8 oz) that are specifically designed for easy movement and 

minimal restrictions for kumite bouts. (Brands may vary) 

140cm…………………………………£80 
145cm…………………………………£80 
150cm…………………………………£80 
155cm…………………………………£80 
 
160cm…………………………………£90 
165cm…………………………………£90 
170cm…………………………………£90 
175cm…………………………………£90 
180cm…………………………………£90 
185cm…………………………………£90 
190cm…………………………………£90 
195cm…………………………………£90 
200cm…………………………………£90 
 

140cm…………………………………£65 
150cm…………………………………£65 
 
160cm…………………………………£75 
170cm…………………………………£75 
180cm…………………………………£75 
190cm…………………………………£75 
200cm…………………………………£75 
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Other Gis, Badges and 

Embroidery 

 

 

 

- NKA are more than happy to provide other makes of gis upon request but prices may vary 

depending on makes of the gis. 

- Members are more than welcome to purchase their own karate gis. All members wishing to 

grade must bear the NKA logo on their gi. 

Badges/Embroidery 

NKA can provide ready made badges for members wishing to purchase and sew onto a 

gi. Another option is members may provide a gi they wish to have the NKA logo 

embroidered onto their gi.  

NKA Badge…………………………………£7.50 
Embroidery………………………………..£10 
 

 

 

Belts 

- If anyone misplaces their belt there will be a charge for replacing a lost belt. 

- Red and Blue belts can also be purchased for competition use. 

Belt (All Sizes)…………………………………£3 
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Sparring/Competition 

Equipment 
Sparring equipment can be purchased for use in lessons as well as for competitions. Mitts are used to 

protect both yourself and your partner during sparring work and are compulsory for competition 

sparring. Shin guards are compulsory at some local and national competitions. 

We offer two variations which are different brands and can be used at various competitions. WKF 

approved items can be used at all national competitions. 

All sparring equipment come with red and blue options. Both colours may need to be ordered if 

attending local national competitions. 

Blitz Handpads (Red or Blue) 

Small…………………………………£15 
Medium…………………….………£15 
Large…………………………………£15 
 

 Adidas Handpads (Red or Blue) 

WKF Approved Competition Mitts 

Small…………………………………£30 
Medium…………………….………£30 
Large…………………………………£30 

 

 
Blitz Leg Pads (Red or Blue) 

Small…………………………………£40 
Medium…………………….………£40 
Large…………………………………£40 
 

 
Adidas Leg Pads (Red or Blue) 

WKF Approved Competition Leg Pads 

Small…………………………………£50 
Medium…………………….………£50 
Large…………………………………£50 
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Shirts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NKA are proud to have our own special line of merchandise for our members to feel part of the team. 

We have two different shirts, both with our logo printed on the shirt. All our shirts are top quality 

shirts and come in children’s and adult sizes. 

Norwich Karate Academy Shirts 

Perfect for casual wear and wearing to and from training.  

These shirts have the NKA logo printed on the chest.  

£18 

Norwich Karate Academy Training Shirts 

Smooth material which is perfect for training especially on hot days. 

Joma branding with a smart look even for causal wear. 

Only come in black.   

£20 
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Jumpers and Hoodies  

 

 

 

A different type of jumper or hoody for any occasion. If you prefer a zip up hoody, a pull over hoody 

or even just a simple jumper, NKA provides!  

All jumpers and hoodies come in black and have the logo printed so you have a nice smart look. 

Perfect for everyday wear or for heading to training on cold day. 

Hoodies and jumpers come in children’s and adult sizes. 

NKA Pull Over Jumper 

Ideal for comfort and warmth. Nice, smart fit which is great for every day use. 

£25 

NKA Pull Over Hoody 

If you like the pull over jumper but need a hood, then get yourself a smart NKA hoody. 

£27.50 

NKA Zip Up Hoody 

Easy fit over your gi for your journey to and from training.  

£32 
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NKA Tracksuit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ultimate NKA team wear. Complete the look with a Joma branded 

tracksuit and be part of a team with the full NKA Tracksuit. Smart and 

comfy sports clothes to look the part wherever you go. Joma sportswear is 

top quality and used by many sporting clubs in the world.  

NKA Joma Tracksuit 

Jacket and trousers NOT SOLD SEPERATELY  

£60 
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Accessories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Norwich Karate Academy are always striving to bring out some of the best and smartest looking 

uniforms so you can look the part wherever you go and still show off the NKA badge!  

NKA Trucker Cap 

A stylish trucker cap that can be worn any day of the year. The ‘NKA’ puff embroidery 

makes the logo stand out with a 3D look. 

£15 

NKA Backpack 

Great for packing your karate gi and equipment into for travelling to karate training. A 

water resistant fabric which has two compartments for easy access along with an 

external bottle holder and secure wireless headphone holder. 

£35 
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NKA Drawstring Bag 

A drawstring bag with the NKA logo embroidered onto the front for a good quality look. 

Perfect for storing your handpads, drink bottle and small items of clothing when 

travelling to and from your karate lessons. 

£12 
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NKA Beanie 

A warm, cosy beanie that can be worn during the cold weathers. Along with the NKA 

logo, the pom pom displays NKAs colours of black and orange. 

£14 

NKA PinPal Badge 

A small badge perfect as a souvenir to wear on a shirt or a bag. 

£5 

 



HOW TO ORDER 

 

 

All NKA stock orders will be made at one time to avoid multiple orders 

having to be made during the month.  

- See something you like? 

- Order your stock/merchandise with the instructor. This can either be 

done at the venue, by email or message one of our social media pages. 

- Orders will be collected on a monthly basis so ensure you order before 

the end of the month. 

- All orders will be confirmed once payment has been received. Orders 

will not be made until payment has been confirmed. 

- Once your order and payment is confirmed, your order will be placed 

on the 1st of every month. 

- Waiting times may vary. 

 

EMAIL: office@norwichkarate.co.uk Tel: 07904792384 

Message NKA On Social Media: @norwichkarateacademy 

TAG US ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
Share your awesome stock and merchandise on social media with Norwich 

Karate Academy. Strike and awesome pose, look smart and tag us on social 

media to be in with a shout out on Norwich Karate Academy Facebook and 

Instagram pages. 

You can even send us the pictures and we can put them on our pages! 

@norwichkarateacademy 
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Size Guides 

Norwich Karate Academy Shirts 

Youth Width/Length (cm) Adults Width/Length (cm) 
YXS 39/48 S 46/70 

YS 43/53 M 51/72 

YM 46/57 L 56/75 
YL 48/62 XL 61/77 

YXL 51/66 XXL 66/80 
  XXXL 71/82 

Norwich Karate Academy Training Shirts 

Youth Chest (Inches) Adults Chest (Inches) 

6XS 22/24 S 36/38 

5XS 24/26 M 38/40 
4XS 26/28 L 40/42 

3XS 28/30 XL 42/44 
2XS 30/32 XXL 44/46 

XS 32/34 XXXL 46/48 

Norwich Karate Academy Jumpers/Hoodies 

Youth Chest/Length (cm) Adults Chest/Length (cm) 

YXS 41/50 S 51/69 
YS 43/54 M 56/71 

YM 46/57 L 61/74 
YL 48/61 XL 66/76 

YXL 51/65 XXL 71/79 

  XXXL 76/81 
Norwich Karate Academy Tracksuit 

Youth Chest & Waist 
(Inches) 

Adults Chest & Waist 
(Inches) 

6XS 22/24 & --- S 36/38 & 30/32 
5XS 24/26 & 20/22 M 38/40 & 32/34 

4XS 26/28 & 22/24 L 40/42 & 34/36 
3XS 28/30 & 24/26 XL 42/44 & 36/38 

2XS 30/32 & 26/28 XXL 44/46 & 38/40 

XS 32/34 & 28/30 XXL 46/48 & 40/42 

 

All sizes are for an average size, this should not be used as an accurate guide. Although measurements are 
given some may vary on certain products.  
Different products have also provided different measures so please consider that all products may vary in sizes 
Please take into consideration that not all children the same age are the same height and shape, so ages 
should not be used when ordering.  


